The classic algorithm for high dimensional sparse data clustering, CABOSFV, cannot adjust the sets once generated, which leads to the final clustering result impacted by the preceding clustering result. This paper proposes ADJ-CABOSFV that can adjust the sets clustered by CABOSFV and the objects in the same set clustered by ADJ-CABOSFV are more similar without increasing the number of parameters. The experiments on UCI data sets show that ADJ-CABOSFV maintains superiority on high-dimensional sparse data of binary variables, and the clustering quality is better than the classic CABOSFV.
INTRODUCTION
With the application field of data mining becoming more and more widely, the data are becoming large-scaled, high dimensional and unsupervised. And high-dimensional data is often sparse. [1] [2] .
The classic clustering algorithm based on sparse feature vector (CABOSFV) [3] can effectively cluster the high-dimensional sparse data of binary variables. This algorithm effectively compresses the data by using Sparse Feature Vector (SFV), and gets clustering result by one data scan. It is of low computational complexity and high efficiency. But once an object is assigned to a set, there is no chance to adjust, the final result is impacted by the preceding clustering result mostly [4] [5] .
Bidirectional CABOSFV [6] proposes Bidirectional Sparse Feature Vector (B-SFV), which can be calculated incrementally and accurately when clusters are split. The clustering result of B-CABOSFV can be adjusted by using B-SFV. While the B-CABOSFV need to re-set the SFD threshold b to adjust sets. It increases the number of parameters, and the process of adjustments is impacted by the initial order of objects.
This paper proposes the ADJ-CABOSFV, a clustering algorithm based on sparse feature vector with adjustment. In the process of ADJ-CABOSFV clustering, some objects in the preceding sets formed can be eliminated, and then adjusted to other sets. The number of ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm's parameters is not increased, and the adjustment process has nothing to do with the order of the objects. ADJ-CABOSFV can make the sets adjusted have smaller SFD, the objects within a set are more similar, and the eliminated objects can also be assigned to more appropriate sets.
RELATED WORK

CABOSFV Algorithm
CABOSFV algorithm is based on Sparse Feature Vector (SFV), which can effectively cluster high-dimensional sparse data of binary variables. This algorithm defines a new dissimilarity measure, Sparse Feature Dissimilarity of a set (SFD), which can effectively reflect the similarity of objects in the high-dimensional sparse data set of binary variables. The smaller the SFD is, the more similar the objects are.
The CABOSFV algorithm also efficiently compresses the data by defining Sparse Feature Vector (SFV), and preserves all the cluster-related information. When two sets are merged, the SFV of the new set can be calculated quickly and accurately by the SFV Additivity Theorem, which makes the clustering processes simpler.
CABOSFV algorithm can find the final clustering results by scanning the data only once. Therefore, CABOSFV algorithm can save plenty of time when scanning data, and its computational efficiency is greatly improved.
However, CABOSFV algorithm also has some shortcomings: A. Clustering results cannot be adjusted CABOSFV algorithm can cluster the final results by scanning the data once with high efficiency, but clustering result cannot be adjusted. If an object is wrongly assigned to a set, this error will remain to the end of the clustering, and impact the distribution of succeeding objects. B. The clustering results are sensitive to the order of objects CABOSFV handles objects with a certain order. The same object, if the order is different, may be assigned into different sets. The result of CABOSFV is instability.
B-CABOSFV Algorithm
B-CABOSFV algorithm proposes a new way to define SFV, Bidirectional Sparse Feature Vector (B-SFV), which can adjust the clustering results by classic CABOSFV. Compared with the classic SFV, the Attribute Calculation Vector (T) is added to the B-SFV to mark the times of attribute valuing 1 of each attribute in a certain set. By using the element T, the B-SFV is not only additive, but also subtractive. When we want to eliminate the proper subset Y of the set X, we can subtract the B-SFV(Y) from the B-SFV(X) and get the new B-SFV(X-Y) directly. Hence, B-CABOSFV can eliminate the inappropriate objects in a set, and allocate eliminated objects to more suitable sets.
Although the B-CABOSFV algorithm makes the clustering results can be adjusted. However, B-CABOSFV algorithm also has some shortcomings:
A. The determination of the new threshold b is complicated
B-CABOSFV algorithm increases the number of parameters and need to determine a new threshold b, and the determination is complex. If an improper SFD threshold b is determined, it may require multiple adjustments to get satisfied clustering results.
B. The eliminated object is not the most appropriate
When B-CABOSFV algorithm adjusts a set, only the last object in the set is eliminated. So it is possible to make the most suitable object for elimination to be left out still in the set. So the adjustment results are sensitive to the order of the initial objects.
STEPS OF ADJ-CABOSFV
When ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm handles data, it divides data set into two equal parts, each part of data set is clustered by classic CABOSFV based on preceding result. And then, select several sets to adjust after finishing clustering each part of data set. Eliminating the appropriate objects in the adjusted sets makes the SFD of the sets smaller. The eliminated objects are then merged with other sets by CABOSFV.
ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm adjusts the classic CABOSFV clustering results, does not need to re-set the SFD threshold b, and maintains only one input parameter like classic CABOSFV. When the set is adjusted, the most inappropriate objects in the set are eliminated one by one, so that the degree of similarity of the objects in adjusted set is maximized. The adjusting method is not influenced by the order of objects in the set, and the clustering results are more stable.
Given n objects, the j-th object is described by m attributes, the SFD threshold is b. c represents the number of sets and i represents the i-th adjustment. Specific steps of ADJ-CABOSFV are as follow: where ‫ܥ|‬ |, ݅ ∈ ሼ1,2, ⋯ , ܿሽ represents the number of objects in the i-th set. The sets that the number of objects greater than a need to be adjusted. Step4：(Elimination) For the first set to be adjusted, move out the object that is most suitable for being eliminated, so that the SFD of the set is reduced most, and get the first new set. For the first new set after the first elimination, continuing to eliminate the object that reducing the SFD of the set as much as possible, then get the second new set. Continue to make similar adjustments to the set, until meeting any of the following two conditions: ① remove any object, the SFD of the class cannot decline; ② the number of objects in the set is equal to a. Stop the elimination. Step5：(Merged) Try to merge the eliminated objects in step4 to the c formed sets. For each eliminated object, select the set that the SFD is not greater than the threshold b and the smallest after merging the object to the set. If all sets are attempted and the SFD of these sets are greater than the threshold b, Create a new set, c = c + 1.
Step6：Handle the other sets that need to be adjusted with similar procedure step4 and step5. Step7：Set i=2, handle the i-th part of data by step2 to step6. Step8：End the algorithm.
ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm divides the data set into two parts, clusters and adjusts the first data set, and then continues to cluster the second data set, and adjusts the whole data set. In this way, ADJ-CABOSFV can find the deviation in preceding clustering results as early as possible and avoid impacting the succeeding clustering.
EXAMPLE OF ADJ-CABOSFV
The clustering process of ADJ-CABOSFV is described by an example. Data Set is shown in Table 2 , the range of attribute values is {0, 1}. The second column in the table represents the attribute labels of an object attribute valuing 1 [7] . For this data set, set the SFD threshold b = 0.5, the classic CABOSFV clustering result is shown in Table 3 , and the result of ADJ-CABOSFV is shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that the ADJ-CABOSFV clustering result has a smaller SFD for the whole sets than CABOSFV. Selects three standard data sets in UCI for the experiment to test the clustering quality of ADJ-CABOSFV in this paper.
EXPERIMENTS
Three datasets in UCI are selected in this paper. Zoo and Soybean-small datasets are categorical variables, so the data in Zoo and Soybean-small should be preprocessed, transforming the categorical variables into binary variables. The SFD threshold b is set 0.125, 0.25, ⋯, 2.875, 3 respectively in the experiments. The data is randomly sorted. CABOSFV algorithm and ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm are carried out respectively on the three data sets of 20 runs.
Two clustering evaluation metrics, NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) [8] and RI (Rand Index) [9] , are used to evaluate the clustering results. NMI measures the similarity between the target class label and the actual class label. RI reflects the proportion that any two objects originally in a set are also in a set now [10] [11] .
In order to test the clustering effect of ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm from different views, two evaluation rules are used to evaluate the clustering results.
A. Evaluation rule 1
For the experiments of ADJ-CABOSFV and CABOSFV on each data set, the maximum evaluation metric value is found for each run, and the average value of the 20 maximum evaluation metric values is taken as the final evaluation metric value. The evaluation rule 1 averages the best results of each run to reflect the clustering effect of the algorithm at the optimal clustering results. So in the experiments, there are 20 best results because of 20 runs, and then average the 20 results to a final result which is seen as the optimal clustering results. Table 6 and table 7 show the results of NMI and RI of the evaluation rule 1. As can be seen from the tables, ADJ-CABOSFV clustering effect is better than CABOSFV. The results show that the quality of the optimal clustering results of ADJ-CABOSFV is higher than that of classic CABOSFV algorithm.
B. Evaluation rule 2
For both CABOSFV and ADJ-CABOSFV algorithms, the maximum evaluation metric values are found for the 24 experiments with each SFD threshold value b, and the average value of the 24 maximum evaluation metric values is taken as the final evaluation metric value. The evaluation rule 2 mainly evaluates the algorithms on the whole when the SFD threshold b is not certain. Table 8 and table 9 show the results of NMI and RI of the evaluation rule 2. The results from the tables show that the quality of the clustering results of ADJ-CABOSFV is superior to that of CABOSFV, when the SFD threshold b is not certain.
The evaluation rule 1 evaluates the algorithm from the perspective of the optimal clustering result, and the evaluation rule 2 evaluates the algorithm from the overall point of view. Experiments show that ADJ-CABOSFV is better than CABOSFV in terms of the optimal clustering result and the overall effect of the algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In light of the CABOSFV clustering result cannot be adjusted, this paper proposes ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm, which divides the data set into two parts, selects the appropriate sets to adjust after data clustering of each part, and eliminates the objects that can make the SFD of set smaller. This adjustment process is not affected by the order of the objects, and can eliminate the effect of the initial clustering deviation on the final clustering results. Moreover, ADJ-CABOSFV algorithm does not need to increase the number of parameters. The experimental results of three data sets in UCI show that ADJ-CABOSFV has better clustering result than CABOSFV.
